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Hi, Joanne. Iâ€™m so glad youâ€™re finding helpful information at our site, and that your copy of the
Emotion Thesaurus is coming in handy :). I donâ€™t know if youâ€™re aware, but thereâ€™s a free
companion to that book called Emotion Amplifiers; you can download a copy at Amazon or Smashwords.
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Manually Created Lexicons. These lexicons are created by manual annotation. The lexicons with real-valued
scores are created using Best-Worst Scaling, producing fine-grained, yet highly reliable annotation values..
Large Manually Created Emotion and Sentiment Lexicons
Sentiment and Emotion Lexicons - Saif Mohammad
A: ... Definition from Wiktionary, the free dictionary
Wiktionary:All Thesaurus pages - Wiktionary
Words and Synonyms for 100 different ... General words for feelings and emotions:. mood, emotion, feelings,
passion, frame of mind, heart, sensation, reaction, temper ...
Synonyms for Feeling & Mood & Emotion - Smart Words
literal uses and figures of speech, between transitive and intransitive verbs, and between synonyms that
differ in more subtle aspectual characteristics of meaning or syntax.
The Oxford Thesaurus An A-Z Dictionary of Synonyms INTRO
1: the quality or aggregate of qualities in a person or thing that gives pleasure to the senses or pleasurably
exalts the mind or spirit : loveliness a woman of great physical beauty exploring the natural beauty of the
island A thing of beauty is a joy forever â€¦ â€” John Keats
Beauty | Definition of Beauty by Merriam-Webster
3 The Development and Psychometric Properties of LIWC2007 The ways that individuals talk and write
provide windows into their emotional and cognitive
The Development and Psychometric Properties of LIWC2007
Original Post: I love to collect words. Making word lists can help to find the voice of my story, dig into the
emotion of a scene, or create variety.. One of my on-going word collections is of colors. I love to stop in the
paint section of a hardware store and find new names for red or white or yellow.
The Color Thesaurus - Ingrid Sundberg
Enter your email address to follow this blog and receive notifications of new posts by email.
Litigation Tip â€“ Balancing Emotion and Logic. | The
Foreword Recent years have marked the beginning and expansion of the Social Web, in which people freely
express and respond to opinion on a whole variety of topics.
Proceedings of the 2nd Workshop on Computational
This disambiguation page lists articles associated with the title Chaos. If an internal link led you here, you
may wish to change the link to point directly to the intended article.
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Chaos - Wikipedia
Cynicism is an attitude characterized by a general distrust of others' motives. A cynic may have a general
lack of faith or hope in the human species or people motivated by ambition, desire, greed, gratification,
materialism, goals, and opinions that a cynic perceives as vain, unobtainable, or ultimately meaningless and
therefore deserving of ridicule or admonishment.
Cynicism (contemporary) - Wikipedia
Located in the School of Public Health and Health Professions since 1999, CIRRIE facilitates the sharing of
information and expertise between the U.S. and world-wide partners to improve the conditions of people with
disabilities.
Center for International Rehabilitation Research
verb (used with object) to give an order, direction, or command to: The infantry divisions were ordered to
advance. to direct or command to go or come as specified: to order a person out of one's house. to prescribe:
The doctor ordered rest for the patient. to direct to be made, supplied, or furnished: to order a copy of a book.
to regulate, conduct, or manage: to order one's life for greater ...
Order | Define Order at Dictionary.com
â€“1â€“ Poetic Devices Poetry is the kind of thing poets write. â€” Robert Frost Man, if you gotta ask,
youâ€™ll never know. â€” Louis Armstrong A POET IS LIMITED in the materials he can use in creating his
works: all he has are words to express his ideas and feelings.
A POET IS LIMITED words sound - Welcome to CFCP, Inc.
SNIP Precision teaching pack This pack is aimed at increasing the reading ages of pupils in KS3 with
moderate reading difficulties. It is intended to be used with pupils from Y8 and above, with reading ages of
SNIP Precision Teaching Pack
The legendary copywriter Gary Halbert once said, â€œIf you want people to buy something, stomp on their
greed glands until they bleed.â€• Graphic, yes, but also true. Skim through good sales copy, and youâ€™ll
find a lot of these power words. Many of them are so overused theyâ€™ve become clichÃ© ...
595 Power Words Thatâ€™ll Instantly Make You a Better Writer
Type or paste a DOI name into the text box. Click Go. Your browser will take you to a Web page (URL)
associated with that DOI name. Send questions or comments to doi ...
Resolve a DOI Name
Paper 2 Part 2 - Informal letter or email. An informal letter or email is usually between people who know each
other fairly well. In addition to giving news, they are often used to request information, congratulate people,
give advice and ask questions.
FCE - informal letter or email | LEARNING ENGLISH
1918, W. B. Maxwell, chapter 5, in The Mirror and the Lamp: He was thinking; but the glory of the song, the
swell from the great organ, the clustered lights, [â€¦], the height and vastness of this noble fane, its antiquity
and its strengthâ€”all these things seemed to have their part as causes of the thrilling emotion that
accompanied his thoughts.
height - Wiktionary
Johannes Depnering / Paul Michel (erstellt 2010 â€“ 2015): Visualisierungen von Temperamenten,
Charakteren, Emotionen, Lastern. Die hier dargestellten Visualisierungen haben zum Gegenstand â€“ unsere
Dimension (O) â€“ unanschauliche, abstrakte GrÃ¶ÃŸen: charakterliche oder psychische Verfassungen..
ZunÃ¤chst folgt ein Ãœberblick Ã¼ber die Parameter, die im Spiel sind.
Temperamente&Emotionen
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Japanese Onomatopoeia. Onomatopoeia. Thatâ€™s a big scary term with a much less daunting meaning:
any word that mimics a sound. In English, onomatopoeia consists of words like â€œboomâ€•, â€œpopâ€•,
and â€œcock-a-doodle-doâ€•.
Japanese Onomatopoeia (æ“¬æ…‹èªž) | nihonshock
The Wikimedia Foundation is a non-profit organization that depends on your voluntarism and donations to
operate. If you find Wikibooks or other projects hosted by the Wikimedia Foundation useful, please volunteer
or make a donation. Your donations primarily helps to purchase server equipment, launch new projects, and
develop MediaWikiâ€”the software that makes Wikibooks possible.
Wikibooks
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